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What is Fusion Team?
Fusion Team is a cloud-based 
collaboration tool that enables product 
design and manufacturing teams to 
work efficiently together in one central 
workspace. Users can view, share and
review 100+ 2D and 3D file formats 
from any device, and increase  
engagement with their customers and 
supply chains.

Who uses Fusion Team?
Fusion Team is built for product design 
and engineering teams and their project 
stakeholders including customers, 
manufacturers and their supply chain.

Where can I use Fusion Team?
Fusion Team is a cloud-based solution, 
so it works right within a web browser or 
mobile device. You can login and/or
create an account at 
http://fusionteam.autodesk.com  

Communicate as a team in one location. Fusion Team provides one online workspace for 
all project team members, helping distributed teams stay connected and organized at 
all times.

Extend the ability to view, comment and markup design models to all team members, not 
just design authors. Simplify the review process and eliminate the need to email or file 
transferlarge sets of data.

Connect the entire design team

Our competitive  advantage

Purpose-built for the needs of product design and manufacturing teams, Fusion Team 
offers a central location to communicate, view, markup and review 2D and 3D project 
design files from anywhere—simply using a web browser to a mobile device. By giving 
project access to all team members who need it, product design teams are able to gain 
consensus faster, make decisions together and speed time to market using Fusion Team.

Where can I find more 
information?
For more information on Fusion Team, 
visit our website or sign up for an 
account: 
https://fusionteam.autodesk.com/ 
or access our Fusion Team Treasure 
Map on OTS.

Easily provide or solicit feedback with comment and markup tools. Redline drawings, 
comment on complex 3D models and keep an organized record of all project feedback.

Accelerate decision making

Hold live review sessions with built-in browser sharing.  Multi-user real-time review 
facilitates more informed decision making, leading to faster buy-in from customers, 
stakeholders, and design partners.

Review in real-time

Version history and control ensures that every design discipline has access to the latest
information. Easily access all historical design iterations and rest assured that no file 
version is lost or overwritten throughout the life of a project. 

Track the design process

Fusion Team transforms the way designers and engineers engage stakeholders and deliver 
projects by enabling them to:
     • Collaborate anywhere with the entire project team
     • Make decisions faster and more efficiently
     • Share and review models instantly, from any device
     • Find the most up-to-date versions of documents and files easily
     • Speed time to market for their products

Fusion Team transforms collaboration on design and engineering projects:

Access anywhere
All team members can access critical project information from anywhere—within a web 
browser or mobile device. Fusion Team mobile is designed for accessibility in the field, in 
meetings or on-the-go review, share and markup designs anywhere, anytime.

How much is it?
Fusion TeamSubscription Pricing per 
user is US $120 / year. 

What are the advatanges of Fusion Team?

What are the key benefits and business values?

https://autodeskchannel.gosavo.com/CustomPage/View.aspx?id=39412925
https://fusionteam.autodesk.com/

